. According to Hildegard Peplau's theory of interpersonal relations, any threats to security (i.e. environment, health, interaction), particularly the experiences of actual or potential unmet needs, are major sources of anxiety (Kim, 2003) . Attaining patient information during a fast-pace shift report with unfamiliar terminologies in an unfamiliar clinical environment can be a threat to security for novice NSs. Nursing students, however, are required to obtain data on their assigned patients at the beginning of the shift, as pertinent patient information guides to plan the care of the assigned patients. A study showed that students had difficulty retaining information when their anxiety level was elevated (Cheung & Au, 2011) . It is not clearly known how proficient novice NSs are in obtaining information on their patients during the shift report when their anxiety levels are high. The purposes of this study were to (1) identify the anxiety levels of novice NSs and (2) to gain the knowledge on the types of patient information and sources of information that NSs utilized during the first clinical rotation. It is hypothesized that at the beginning of the first clinical rotation when the anxiety levels were high, novice NSs would depend more on the computer to obtain patients' data and that they would gradually obtain more information from the shift report as they became less anxious.
between the fifth and the tenth day). The most prevalent resource for obtaining patient information used by novice NSs was the facility's computer system throughout the rotation. In addition, there is a slight, progressive increase in the number of NSs who obtained patient information from the previous shift RNs (18% of the students on the first day, 18% at midpoint, 22% on the last day). As the anxiety levels decreased and NSs had more clinical experiences, more patient information was obtained as expected. By the tenth clinical day, more than 90% of NSs obtained demographic information such as diagnoses, isolation status and allergies by 9am but less NSs obtained night-shift vital signs (80% of the students), oxygen saturation (70%) and the pain levels (38%). By the tenth clinical day, the early morning laboratory data of their patients were collected by 90% of NSs by 9am. The previous night's sleep status and intake and output were not consistently obtained by novice NSs.
Conclusions:
The study was conducted to identify the types of patient's information and the sources of information during the first clinical rotation when the anxiety levels were high. Novice NSs' anxiety levels decreased over time as they had more clinical experiences. Continuous reduction in anxiety levels may indicate that students were gaining more confidence, becoming familiar with the clinical environments and becoming more comfortable providing patient care as the semester progressed. Regarding resources for obtaining patient information, computer use was consistently the most popular source for all types of patient information throughout the rotation and this indicates the importance of orienting NSs to the facility's computer system at the very beginning of the clinical rotation. Not as many novice NSs as hypothesized obtained patient information from the previous shift RNs even by the end of the first clinical rotation, though there was a slight trend that more NSs obtained information from the previous shift RNs overtime. It is important to gradually encourage novice NSs, as their anxiety levels decrease, to obtain patient information from the shift report, especially information such as pertinent events that occurred during the previous shift. There were additional important findings from the results of this study. The fact that the majority of novice NSs obtained laboratory data by the tenth clinical day indicated that they were quickly learning to use critical thinking to understand their patients' conditions. On the other hand, it is eye opening to discover that more than a half of novice NSs failed to obtain the previous shift's pain levels of their patients. This suggests the importance of instructing NSs that obtaining pain levels as well as other vital signs of their patients is essential as they assess the patients and plan to provide the care for the patients. These findings will assist clinical instructors in guiding novice NSs to obtain essential information on the assigned patients at the beginning of the clinical day. This will enable NSs to develop systematic plans to provide safe and appropriate care for their patients. This may also help reduce novice NSs' anxiety levels leading to positive clinical experiences with greater learning outcome.
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